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My Constraints
Our introductory courses have a laboratory component, which is designed (and taught) by the
department. I am also of course constrained by the room design, which is a typical auditorium-style
classroom, and the course textbook is selected by a committee.

1: Course Goals
My very first task is to set course goals. My non-majors biology class has three goals:
1) to learn biology
2) to learn what science is and how science is done
3) to explore the relevance of biology to our lives

2: The Labs
I build a weekly schedule of the course, with columns for the lab, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
Then I fill in the lab column, and build a list of topics that are covered by each lab. I think the lab
component of the course is important, and typically my students struggle to understand the relevance of
the lab experience or how it ties to the course. Therefore, I try to design the lecture component around
the labs, preparing students with content that will help understand the lab, and talking about the labs both
before and after they experience the labs (which are taught on Tuesdays and Thursdays). I also add
holidays to the schedule.

3: Weekly Design
Each “week” actually starts the Thursday before, when I post a content powerpoint to the course
management website. This powerpoint describes the content knowledge I expect students to know, and
comes accompanied by a text document that briefly explains each slide and lists textbook content I want
them to read. Monday we review and elaborate on these concepts, and I explain how they tie to the lab
and what the labs are generally about. Wednesday is case day, and I try to find a case or other interactive
learning experience that is relevant to the overall weekly topic. Friday we review the concepts and go
over them as needed, discuss what happened in lab and tie their experiences to the course topics, and I
use the last fifteen minutes of the class to give a “minitest”. Of course, holidays etc. force adjustments.
And yes, plans need to be modified. For example, I was in the hospital April 19 and 20, and couldn’t
teach class the following Monday.

4: Choosing Cases
There are a number of case collections, and different styles of cases. I personally like the NSF Center for
Case Study Teaching http://sciencecases.lib.buffalo.edu/cs/ Disclaimer: I’m on the editorial board, and
I’ve published 13 cases there. I already have ideas about some cases I want to use, but I search through
the collection, trying to find cases relevant to the topics for each week. So I came up with:
Week 1: Can of Bull Case (students like it, and it nicely teaches some food chemistry)
Week 2: Sex and Vaccinations Case (relevant to our lab about STDs and a genuine controversy students

understand)
Week 3: Santhi Case (explores the genetic and physiological base of gender, and sets up a story that

outrages my students)
Week 6: Mendel Dreams (I pretend to be Mendel, and tell my students his story. In the process, they

learn an example of science in action and Mendel’s two laws)
Week 9: The Case of the Druid Dracula (students enjoy learning how DNA comparisons are used to

identify suspects in crimes)
Week 10: A Simple Plan Case (students learn that tuberculosis is still a serious disease, and analyze Dr.

Trudeau’s classic experiment, thinking about how hypotheses and experiments fit together)
Week 12: The Dead Zone Case (students learn how midwestern corn farmers etc. affect the Gulf of

http://sciencecases.lib.buffalo.edu/cs/


Mexico, a concept many of them find strange)
Week 13: Can Sunimoe Oysters Save Chesapeake Bay Case (ties together alien species, human

degradation of an environment, and different perspectives about protecting that environment)
Week 14: Complexity in Conservation Case (is it ethical to shoot bird-eating cats?)
Week 15: Too Many Deer Case (a fun way to end the semester, students see the difference between

scientific perspectives and the opinions of the general public)

Now I’ve been teaching with cases for a while, so many of these are ones I have already used: Weeks 1,
3, 6, 10, 12, and 15. I wrote case 15, and I helped in the development of cases 3, 9, and 10. So I already
have powerpoints from past classes for many of these, including some with considerable augmentations.
I have added more material to the Dead Zone Case, for example. So I find these powerpoints, which I
will review and further modify as I feel appropriate when I prepare to teach them.
I have weeks 4, 5, and 11 to fill yet. Around week 11 our class topic is evolution, and I have an
unpublished powerpoint in which I pretend to be Darwin and teach the story of his life and the
components of his theory of natural selection, which I like. During weeks 7 and 8, we cover Mendelian
genetics etc. in lab, and my students really benefit from group problem-solving, so we solve genetics
problems these two weeks.
So I was left with weeks 4 and 5. Happily, inspiration struck, although not until we got close to those
weeks. It occurred to me that the story of Thomas Jefferson’s possible paternity of Sally Heming’s
children would be a good introduction to genetics, and I had three separate small ideas for teaching my
students about diffusion and cell membranes, so I wrote cases to teach these ideas. I also decided to write
a case for students to analyze as a take-home final exam.

So to develop these cases for teaching, I use several steps.
1) From my teaching experience, I already know some cases I want to use, and have powerpoints for

them.
2) I search the NSF Center for Case Study Teaching’s collection of cases to try to find cases that might

work for other topics I want to cover. Some of these cases come with powerpoints (e.g. Dead
Zone), others do not (e.g. Complexity of Conservation). 
A) if the published case has a powerpoint, I download it and the teaching notes, which are

usually very helpful
B) if a case does not have a powerpoint, I create one from the case content, searching the internet
for and adding images as I feel appropriate

3) For a few weeks, I use other material I have developed, a set of genetics problems that we solve as a
group, and a powerpoint about Darwin and the theory of natural selection.

4) Other weeks: ?? Inspiration may strike?
Once I have a powerpoint for the case, I then review it, and in particular I look for ways to add clicker

questions. My goal is to have a case that engages students, feels realistic, sets up a problem for
the students to solve, and uses clicker questions to hold interest, teach concepts, and guide the
problem-solving. I will often extensively modify these powerpoints. For example, my adaptation
of Can of Bull deletes some of the story line and simplifies the chemical analysis, and my
adaptation of The Dead Zone adds a considerable segment about Chicago’s sewage problem.

Do they work? No, not always. This spring after Complexity of Conservation, a substantial minority of
my students still felt feral cats are more important than endangered species of birds. I had a student tell
me he enjoyed the Jefferson case I wrote, but didn’t see how it was relevant to genetics. However, in
general cases engage students, give them experience applying the concepts they are learning to scenarios
that feel realistic, and build their confidence in their ability to understand and appreciate science.



Nonmajors Class, Daily Plan:

Date Lab Monday Wednesday Friday

J14 1 Microscope, Metrics,
Computer

Intro
Why science?

Can of Bull Case lab discussion
minitest 1

J21 2 Sexually Transmitted
Diseases

no class Sex and
Vaccination Case

lab discussion
minitest 2

J28 3 Reproduction and
Development

 Reproduction Santhi Case lab discussion
minitest 3

F4 4 Cell Structure and Function Cells Thomas Jefferson
Case

lab discussion
minitest 4

F11 no lab, holiday Tuesday Cell Division The Membrane
files Cases minitest 5

F18 5 Cell Division Mendel Story Mendel Story lab discussion
minitest 6

F25 6 Monohybrid corn cross Genetics Genetics
Analyses

lab discussion
minitest 7

M4 7 Genetics Problems Genetics
Analyses

Genetics
Analyses

midterm

M11 Spring Break Week no class no class no class

M18 8 DNA fingerprinting PCR, gel
electrophoresis

The Case of the
Druid Dracula

lab discussion
minitest 8

M25 10 Antibiotic Resistance Genetic
Engineering

Tuberculosis
Rabbit Case

lab discussion
minitest 9

A1 9 Ecology Part I Evolution History Darwin Story lab discussion
minitest 10

A8 11 Ecology Part II Levels of
Ecology

Dead Zone Case lab discussion
minitest 11

A15 13 Ecology Part III Population
Ecology

Suminoe Oysters
Case

lab discussion
minitest 12

A22 12 Migration Global Ecology Birds vs. Cats
Case

lab discussion
minitest 13

A29 14 Human Ecology Too Many Deer
Case

lab discussion
course evals

M6 Finals Week Oolg Case: Take-
home final


